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23 JUN 94

FR, Robert Daily, says the FR is prepared to file free from of America a lot. It's not true.

Another report states that the damage was severe. Can say the

Espionage Unit's damage was 5,900.

New Orleans, LA 26/6/65

CIA file on

Air File pic on

CIA has released a report that

flew to Spain

1961 - (1967 to report) first recruited

AMTSH - Mexico City
Johnnie - suggested Joe Varona (high on cocaine) possible movement and a member of the Revolutionary Front group but was not satisfied by degree of involvement.

3) Who was involved in network efforts? The former FBI agent suggested a few names but did not elaborate further. The former FBI agent did suggest John Collee, who was involved in the organization.

4) Where are they now? FBI report.

5) Edward L. Moss file

Estimates were supposedly put into effect by FBI agents.

To thwart Varona's efforts, an operation plan was put in place to involve Varona in five key figures in the Revolutionary Front.

Who were other leaders? What else took place? Why was it ineffective?

Who in Varona's crew and where were they during relevant time frame?

The operation was carried out as an FBI operation specifically designed to develop capability.

Notes on Moss and involvement by FBI.

Date of involvement: April 1982.
46. 

47. "Russell visited at home in London. Hoover arrived in 
Flo. 6:00am. He was not certain what Venona was re-assigned for 
phase 2 efforts.

48. Countries and frequencies apparently not included in 
phase 2. Russell الدين in a hotel where spoke Italian

49. Made a trip and the next day was seen with Roosevelt. 
Harvey said they went to Venice.

50. Harvey and Stackley, into some type of group in London for Venice.


52. Feb. 63 - Harvey, Nevada, and others, that it would be easy to 
reinforce here later. Roosevelt said no. Hoover in LA and 
said it was clear, open off. "He said it could be a matter to 
tell the Venona, between Russell and Roosevelt, 
with Roosevelt giving me some frequency of contacts and vice versa.

53. June 63 - Russell visited at Hoover. In DC, went out to dinner - 
while dinner, Askic called Hoover and asked if he knew who 
was trying to mediate Russell under intensive surveillance.

Askic said have to tell Hoover

54. Hoover said, "We did nothing."

55. Why did Agency feel such that open contacts 
were used in fact they still 
underway to not at their assistance"
10. FBI interviewed Ed Morgan.

20. Morgan may be used only in Nev. Case.1

25. More work on O. King not to call him.

30. Law firm counsel to sell. Referred to Anadarko.

35. FBI must be counsel's counsel. Ed Morgan, persuaded

40. Case not to be called. They were

45. Sam Halpin was an in the contractural affairs.

50. Scheme after Dr. Michael Synch. to audit court force from

55. Harvey in Jan. 63. Both of these were involved.

60. To be CJ July reviewed. By 16. prepare report.

65. March 61. Cuba laws and Cuba. Cuba is assigned.

70. to May City. Cuba is assigned from Havana. Cuba.

75. Cuba, Cuba is the option of Cuba. Hires are involved.

80. March 61. Martinez added. That Cuba and

85. Cuban (Photo: (photograph).) wanted to defect.

90. Cuba, found 3 name books Cuba. Cuba and police

95. involved in gambling syndicate episodes - All unknown.

100. Cuba's Cuban is the option of Cuba wanting

105. to hold with friend of Cuba in hope of getting Cuba's. Cuba is known

110. girl friend's last butcher. Pasin given all to approach me until

115. he was ever contacted.

120. June 37. Cuba is the part of Cuba's plan to
defect. Would move Cuba to Oxnard if he

125. Contacted bureau's legal attaché.
contradicts FBIS because he reports no way Cuba 'defection' attempt in April in 1961.

[...]

[...]

April 62. Cuba: diplomatic efforts by Spain negated efforts in France later in April.

April 62. Cuba: diplomatic efforts by Spain negated efforts in France later in April.

[...]

April 62. [Cuban] public appeal to Spain of Cuban interest.

April 62. [Cuban] public appeal to Spain of Cuban interest.

May 62. Cuban: diplomatic efforts by Spain negated efforts in France later in April.

May 62. Cuban: diplomatic efforts by Spain negated efforts in France later in April.

[...]

[...]

[...]

[...]

Footnote:

[...]

Date: 9/10/62

[...]

[...]
Sorry, the content of the image is not readable.
July-Aug. 1964 - CIA memo refers to a gangland effort to pay $50,000 to kill Castro. Refers to FBI interest in particle.

D'Arcy met with Mexico about Drew's activities. He reported:

Roselli arrived in Mexico (capacity from Mexico) by Greenpeace.

Jan. January, Mexico; Roselli speaks Greenpeace contact.

They talked about the Vietnam war in March.

Sayre went to a Castle House in Philadelphia; says he may have participated in Castro supervised arson play in Dallas. Suspect expected to arrive this day.

Sayre became very embittered.

By failure among most critical. Agency failure to protect his exile group led to many comments.